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Chapter 1

Introduction

Abnormality detection in biomedical images is a one-class classification problem,

where methods learn a statistical model to characterize the inlier class using training

data solely from the inlier class. Typical methods (i) need well-curated training data

and (ii) have formulations that are unable to utilize expert feedback through (a small

amount of) labeled outliers. In contrast, we propose a novel deep neural network

framework that (i) is robust to corruption and outliers in the training data, which are

inevitable in real-world deployment, and (ii) can leverage expert feedback through

high-quality labeled data. We introduce an autoencoder formulation that (i) gives

robustness through a non-convex loss and a heavy-tailed distribution model on the

residuals and (ii) enables semi-supervised learning with labeled outliers. Results on

three large medical datasets show that our method outperforms the state of the art

in abnormality-detection accuracy.

For image segmentation, typical fully convolutional networks (FCNs) need strong

supervision through a large number of high-quality dense segmentations, entailing

high costs in expert-raters’ time and effort. We propose a novel FCN, namely,

MS-Net, to significantly reduce supervision cost, and significantly improve perfor-

mance, by effectively coupling strong supervision with weak supervision through

low-cost input in the form of bounding boxes and landmarks. Our MS-Net enables

instance-level segmentation at high spatial resolution, with feature extraction using

dilated convolutions. We propose a new loss function using bootstrapped Dice overlap

geared for precise segmentation. Results on 5 large openly-available datasets show

that MS-Net segments more accurately at reduced supervision costs, compared to

the state of the art.
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Chapter 2

Abnormality Detection using

Deep Neural Networks with

Robust Quasi-Norm Autoencoding

and Semi-Supervised Learning

2.1 Introduction and Related Work

Abnormality 1 detection in biomedical images is a one-class classification problem,

where methods learn a statistical model to characterize the inlier class using training

data solely from the inlier class. Typical methods (i) need well-curated training data

and (ii) have formulations that are unable to utilize expert feedback through (a small

amount of) labeled outliers. In contrast, we propose a novel deep neural network

framework that (i) is robust to corruption and outliers in the training data, which are

inevitable in real-world deployment, and (ii) can leverage expert feedback through

high-quality labeled data. We introduce an autoencoder formulation that (i) gives

robustness through a non-convex loss and a heavy-tailed distribution model on the

residuals and (ii) enables semi-supervised learning with labeled outliers. Results on

three large medical datasets show that our method outperforms the state of the art

in abnormality-detection accuracy.

Abnormality detection is a one-class classification problem, where methods learn

a statistical model to characterize the inlier class using training data solely from

1Published with Oral Presentation at International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI)

2018, Washington DC, USA.
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Figure 2.1: Our Quasi-norm Semi-supervised Autoencoder (QSSAE)

framework comprises encoder Φ(·), decoder Ψ(·), and classifier ξ(·). For exam-

ple, Φ(·) can be the VGG-net (1) encoder and its mirror-symmetric version can be

the decoder Ψ(·).

the inlier class. In such problems, characterizing / modeling the outlier class is

infeasible because of the tremendous variability in the outlier class, such that a

representative finite-sized sample is virtually unattainable (4). After learning, a

test datum is classified based on its degree of conformity to the inlier model.

One category of methods for outlier detection fit generative models to the inlier-

class data and, then, detect outliers as having a low probability of being drawn

from this model; e.g., methods based on (i) Gaussian density models like kernel

principal component analysis (KPCA) (5) and (ii) nonparametric density models

like random forests (6). Another category of methods learn discriminative models

to characterize the inliers, e.g., one-class support vector machine (OC-SVM) (7) and

support vector data description (SVDD) (8). In real-world deployment, where large

training datasets are intended to represent normal images, outliers naturally arise

because of errors in specimen preparation (e.g., slicing or staining in microscopy),

patient issues (e.g., motion), imaging artifacts, and manual mislabeling of abnormal

images as normal. The methods in (5; 6; 7; 8) cannot tolerate outliers in training

data. Also, these methods have formulations that fail to utilize expert feedback

through (a small amount of) labeled outliers. In contrast, our framework (i) is

robust to outliers in the training data and (ii) improves learning quality using a

very small amount of high-quality expert-labeled data.

Typical robust KPCA (RKPCA) methods (9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14) use heuristics

in modeling and inference. They iteratively weight data using adhoc functions

(based on the distance of a datum to the mean) or employ adhoc rules (12; 13;

14) to explicitly detect outliers in the training set. Some methods, using mixture

models (15), dictionary models (16), or kernel-based models (17), explicitly label

outliers in training data to ignore them during (a part of) model learning. This

leads to hard discrete optimization for labeling (17) and component selection (15),

or non-trivial threshold selection (16). Moreover, when outlier labeling fails, outliers
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influence learning as much as inliers, because of the underlying squared-error loss

functions. In contrast, we avoid discrete label optimization during model learning,

but softly weigh down data based on the degree of misfit to the iteratively learned

inlier model.

Recent outlier-detection methods rely on a deep neural network (DNN) to com-

bine feature learning and classifier learning in a unified optimization framework,

e.g., discriminative reconstruction autoencoder (DRAE) (3; 18; 19), unlike dictio-

nary methods (16) and kernel methods (17; 20; 21). DRAE uses an autoencoder

(AE) to learn discriminative reconstructions from corrupted training data, by jointly

optimizing the subspace mapping and discriminative labeling. Thus, DRAE outper-

forms (3) kernel-based methods like (17) that outperforms robust-KPCA methods.

However, DRAE explicitly labels training data as inlier and outlier (which is unde-

sirable, as described before) and it does so adhocly because the objective functions

for labeling and DNN learning are unrelated. Moreover, DRAE fails to leverage

labeled data. In contrast, our framework uses a new loss function on AE residuals

to be robust to outliers in training data (without explicit labeling), and leverages

high-quality expert-labeled data.

In practice, obtaining high-quality expert-labeled data needs heavy investment

in terms of time and effort. For multiclass classification, semi-supervised methods

optimally leverage labeled and unlabeled data to perform better than using either

labeled or unlabeled data alone. For one-class classification, while we are unable

characterize the entire variability in the abnormal class, even a small amount of

expert feedback through labeled data of inlier and outlier classes can significantly

boost performance. However, current DNN frameworks for one-class classification

(e.g., DRAE (3)) fail to leverage labeled data, just like dictionary methods (16)

and kernel methods (17; 20; 21). Thus, we introduce a framework for abnormality

detection that leverages labeled data.

This paper makes several contributions. We propose a novel DNN framework

(Figure B.1) that (i) is robust to corruptions and outliers in the training data and

(ii) can leverage high-quality expert-labeled data. Specifically, we introduce an au-

toencoder formulation, namely, quasi-norm semi-supervised autoencoder (QSSAE),

that (i) gives robustness through a quasi-norm loss function and a heavy-tailed

distribution model on the residuals and (ii) enables semi-supervised learning with

labeled outliers. Our framework lends itself to flexible DNN architectural designs

for the encoder, decoder, and classifier components. Results on three large open

medical datasets show that our method significantly improves outlier-detection ac-
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curacy over the state of the art.

2.2 Methods

We describe our QSSAE framework, its robust semi-supervised statistical learning

model, and its learning algorithm.

2.2.1 Robust Semi-Supervised DNN Autoencoder Model

Outlier detection focuses on reliably learning the manifold of the inlier class, and

the data variability within the manifold. Deep AEs (22) can learn compact models

for complex data exhibiting nonlinear distributions. We propose a AE framework

to enable (i) robust and (ii) semi-supervised learning.

Robust DNN Autoencoder Model. Consider a training dataset x com-

prising I images in input space X indicated (possibly incorrectly) as inliers, i.e.,

x := {xi ∈ X}Ii=1. Consider an AE with an underlying (i) nonlinear encoding

function Φ(·) : X → F , where F is the space of encoded signals, and (ii) a non-

linear decoding function Ψ(·) : F → X . During the learning of Φ(·) and Ψ(·), a

typical AE minimizes a cost function that is the average squared 2-norm of the

residual between the input (training) data xi and the transformed (reconstructed)

data Ψ(Φ(xi)) obtained through the AE’s encoder and decoder units. In the ideal

case when the training data is well curated, the AE would, expectedly, learn the

manifold and variability of the inlier data very well. This learning allows the AE to

classify unseen test data as inliers (if data lies on the learned manifold and within

the inlier class variability) and outliers (otherwise). However, when the training

data itself is corrupted and has outliers, the quadratic loss function on the resid-

ual 2-norm (i) rises more sharply for the outliers that have higher residual norm,

compared to inliers, and (ii) leads to large magnitudes of cost-function gradients

for the outliers. In this way, outliers greatly influence the backpropagation-based

learning, which is clearly undesirable. To reduce the effect of training-data outliers

on the backpropagation-based learning, we propose to replace the quadratic loss

to a robust loss function that penalizes the q-th power of the quasi q-norm of the

residual (xi−Ψ(Φ(xi))), where q ∈ (0, 2) is a free parameter. Doing so (i) penalizes

larger residuals less sharply and (ii) weighs down the gradients of the cost function

produced by the outliers, as compared to the quadratic loss (q = 2). Thus, our re-

construction cost for the AE is CQAE(Ψ,Φ;x, q) :=
∑I

i=1‖xi−Ψ(Φ(xi))‖qq,ε, where we
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ensure differentiability of CQAE(Ψ,Φ;x, q) using ε-regularized quasi q-norms, which

defines, for a vector a ∈ RK , ‖a‖qq,ε :=
∑K

k=1(a
2
k + ε)q/2. From another perspective,

going from q = 2 to q < 1 alters the distribution modeled on the residual-vector

components from a Gaussian to a more heavy-tailed generalized-Gaussian (23). The

heavier tails makes the model more tolerant to outliers in the training data, thereby

reducing their effect in the learning.

Semi-Supervised DNN Autoencoder Model. When training data x is

corrupted and has outliers, we show that by having experts carefully (with high

quality) label even a small subset xS ⊂ x, the quality of model learning, and the

subsequent classification, improves significantly. We propose a semi-supervised AE

to leverage such limited high-quality uncorrupted labeled data to further improve

model learning. Consider a small subset xS ⊂ x of L images xS := {xSl }Ll=1 that have

correct expert labelings as outliers and inliers, with labels yS := {ySl ∈ {0, 1}}Ll=1,

where inliers have label 1 and outliers have label 0. We augment a fully-connected

classifier sub-network ξ : F → (0, 1) that takes, for each training datum xSl , the

encoding Φ(xSl ) ∈ F at the bottleneck layer of the AE and produces a soft la-

bel ŷSl (xSl ,Φ, ξ) := ξ(Φ(xSl )) ∈ (0, 1) (Figure B.1). To measure the dissimilar-

ity between the estimated and true labels, we propose the binomial cross-entropy

H(ŷSl (xSl ,Φ, ξ), y
S
l ) := −ŷSl (xSl ,Φ, ξ) log(ySl )− (1− ŷSl (xSl ,Φ, ξ)) log(1− ySl ). Thus,

our cost function for the classifier, involving training subset xS for which correct la-

bels yS are available, is CSS(Φ, ξ;xS, yS) :=
∑L

l=1H(ŷSl (xSl ,Φ, ξ), y
S
l ). The classifier

sub-network ξ(·) encourages the autoencoder to learn encodings that are discrimi-

native and easily classified.

Robust Semi-Supervised DNN Autoencoder. Given (i) corrupted train-

ing dataset x and (ii) a small high-quality expert-labelled subset xS ⊂ x with

associated label set yS, we propose the robust semi-supervised autoencoder QSSAE

model to optimize the cost function C(Φ,Ψ, ξ;x, q, xS, yS) := CQAE(Ψ,Φ;x, q) +

λCSS(Φ, ξ;xS, yS) over the parameters underlying the encoder Φ(·), decoder Ψ(·),
and classifier ξ(·), where λ ∈ R≥0 is a free parameter. Typical values of q and λ are

between 0.5–1.5 and 0.2–0.8, respectively.

2.2.2 Robust Semi-Supervised Autoencoder Training

To train QSSAE, we propose a deterministic annealing (24) algorithm. First, we fix

q = 2, optimize the cost function C(Φ,Ψ, ξ;x, q, xS, yS) and then use the solution

as the initialization optimizing the cost with a smaller q. We repeat this strategy

until q < 1. We tune q < 2 and λ > 0 using cross validation. When q := 2, we call

6



(a) DRAE (b) SSAE

(c) QSSAE (d) Best Case

Figure 2.2: Visualizing Discriminative Ability of Encoders. 2D t-distributed

stochastic neighbor embeddings (t-SNE) (2) (inliers: blue; outliers: red) of test-data

activations at the bottleneck layer in AEs trained using corrupted training data x

(|x| = 103), for: (a) DRAE (3), (b) SSAE with a small high-quality expert-labeled

subset with |xS| = 0.1|x|, (c) QSSAE with the same labeled subset xS used in

(b), (d) SSAE with all training data x having high-quality expert-defined labels,

i.e., |xS| = |x| (best case scenario).

our reduced model SSAE. When λ := 0, we call our reduced model QAE, wherein

inference is done as described in (3).

We validate and visualize the separability of encodings learned by AE models,

trained on corrupted data x and a small expert-labeled subset xS, by analyzing

test-data activations from their bottleneck layer. For this purpose, we use MNIST

data (25); we consider digit-5 images as normal and other images as abnormal. We

construct x as 900 images of digit five and 100 images of other digits (mimicking

mislabeling errors). DRAE ignores the expert-labeled subset xS. The inlier-outlier

separability for QSSAE (Figure 2.2(c)), which uses the small subset xS, is virtually

the same as that of SSAE (Figure 2.2(d)) that uses high-quality expert-labels for the

entire training dataset x. QSSAE also improves over SSAE (Figure 2.2(b)), both
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using the same subset xS. DRAE (Figure 2.2(a)) exhibits the least separability

among all methods.

2.3 Results and Discussion

We evaluate 6 methods: our QSSAE, its variants SSAE and QAE, DRAE (3), and

two versions of OC-SVM (7). DRAE, QAE, and OC-SVM train on he corrupted

training set x only, without using any high-quality expert-labeled data (xS, yS).

QSSAE and SSAE train using x and (xS, yS) both. As a baseline, we also evaluate

OC-SVM by using (xS, yS) to remove the correctly-labeled outliers {xSl : ySl = 0}
from x and train using x−{xSl : ySl = 0}; we call this method as OC-SVM-baseline.

For the OC-SVM methods, we use a Gaussian kernel and tune all free parameters

using cross validation. We use the F1 score to measure classification performance.

Validation on Standard Test Data. We use images of handwritten digits in

MNIST (25). Because of the small image size, we use LeNet-5 (26) for the encoder

and classifier, and augment a decoder to be mirror-symmetric to the encoder. We

(i) choose a digit n as the inlier / normal; (ii) construct corrupted training sample x

of size I by pooling a random sample of I ′ images for digit n with a random sample

of I ′′ images for all other digits, yielding an outlier fraction α := I ′′/I; (iii) further

corrupt all training images x with Gaussian white noise and salt-and-pepper noise;

(iv) choose a random sample xS ⊂ x of size L and assign correct labels yS, yielding

a supervision fraction β := L/I; (v) train all methods, (vi) perform abnormality

detection on a test dataset xT comprising all digits. In the expert-labeled subset

xS, we choose the number of outliers |{ySl : ySl = 0}| to equal Lα, mimicking the

proportion of outliers in training set x. We repeat the experiment for every digit

n, and compute the average F1 score. To get the variability of the classification

performance, we repeat this experiment (20 times) with different random samples.

We evaluate performance with different α, β values (Figure 2.3).

Among the methods that do not use (xS, yS), DRAE performs better than OC-

SVM especially for higher outlier fractions α (Figure 2.3(a)) because of DRAE’s

heuristics to detect outliers in the training data. However, for lower outlier fractions,

DRAE does make mistakes in explicitly labeling outliers (can mislabel inliers as

outliers) and its performance becomes worse than OC-SVM (Figure 2.3(a)). QAE,

a special case of our QSSAE, performs better than DRAE and OC-SVM because it

avoids explicit labeling of training data as inliers and outliers (unlike DRAE) but

rather weighs down outlier-like data during inlier-model learning.

8



(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Validation on MNIST Dataset. F1 scores (median curve; 25-75th

percentile area shaded) for 6 methods for varying (a) outlier fractions α and (b) su-

pervision fractions β.

Our QSSAE (Figure 2.3) gives the highest F1 score for all outlier fractions α

and supervision fractions β. QSSAE’s non-convex quasi-norm-based loss function

makes it more robust to corruptions in training set x than SSAE and OC-SVM-

baseline. Thus, for the same size of high-quality expert-labeled subset (xS, yS), QS-

SAE outperforms SSAE and OC-SVM-baseline. OC-SVM-baseline (i) expectedly

outperforms OC-SVM that ignores (xS, yS) and (ii) outperforms DRAE because

DRAE cannot correctly label all outliers in x and OC-SVM-baseline’s benefit in

leveraging limited, but correct, information in (xS, yS) outweighs DRAE’s limited

ability in correctly labeling inliers and outliers in x.

Results on Biomedical Data. We evaluate on 3 large real-world biomedi-

cal datasets: (i) CAMELYON-16 (27), (ii) Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) (28), and

(iii) BRATS-17 (29). We use a class-balanced 70-30% train-test split of the data.

For CAMELYON-16 and DR, QSSAE builds on the VGG-16 architecture, as in

Figure B.1. For BRATS-17, QSSAE builds on the 3D U-Net (30) architecture,

and augments a classification subnetwork to the output of the bottleneck layer. For

CAMELYON-16, due to very large resolution of whole-slide scans and very localized

metastases, we randomly sample 5122 patches from all scans and consider patches

with more than 5% pixels marked with metastases as outliers. We have 27,000 nor-

mal and 7,000 outlier images. For DR, we consider 25,810 normal images as inliers

and 9,316 images with varying levels of retinopathy as outliers. Because of input

dimension constraints in OC-SVM, for a fair comparison, we use the activations of

the last convolutional layer of a pretrained VGG-16 network as the input features

for all methods, as done in (3). For BRATS-17, we consider images with overall

survival < 200 or tumor volume > 5% of total brain volume as outliers. We have

9



840 inliers and 440 outliers.

In experimental designs as before, our QSSAE (Figure 2.4) gives the best F1

scores for all α, β (only one example α and β value chosen in Figures 2.3 and 2.4).

The utility of our q-norm robustness model is demonstrated (Figure 2.4(a),(c),(e))

by: (i) QSSAE outperforming SSAE and OC-SVM-baseline, for the same amount

of expert-labeling feedback, and (ii) QAE outperforming DRAE and OC-SVM. The

utility of our semi-supervised learning and DNN model is demonstrated by (i) QS-

SAE outperforming QAE that outperforms DRAE and OC-SVM, and (ii) SSAE

often performing comparable to OC-SVM-baseline and sometimes outperforming

it.

Conclusion. We propose QSSAE as a novel DNN framework for abnormality

detection. QSSAE is robust to corruption and outliers in the training data, which is

inevitable in real-world deployment, by modeling heavy-tailed distributions on the

residuals through a non-convex quasi-norm loss function. QSSAE also leverages

feedback through limited high-quality expert-labeled data and, thereby, extends

DNN-based one-class-classification methods to employ semi-supervised learning. We

show our framework’s generality through results on two DNN architectures. Results

on three large medical datasets show that our method outperforms the state of the

art in abnormality-detection accuracy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.4: Results on Large Biomedical Datasets. F1 scores (median curve;

25-75th percentile area shaded) for 6 methods for varying α and β, respectively, for

(a)-(b) CAMELYON-16, (c)-(d) diabetic retinopathy, and (e)-(f) BRATS-17.
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Chapter 3

MS-Net: Mixed-Supervision

Fully-Convolutional Networks for

Full-Resolution Segmentation

3.1 Introduction and Related Work

For 1 image segmentation, typical fully convolutional networks (FCNs) need strong

supervision through a large number of high-quality dense segmentations, entailing

high costs in expert-raters’ time and effort. We propose a novel FCN, namely, MS-

Net, to significantly reduce supervision cost, and significantly improve performance,

by effectively coupling strong supervision with weak supervision through low-cost

input in the form of bounding boxes and landmarks. Our MS-Net enables instance-

level segmentation at high spatial resolution, with feature extraction using dilated

convolutions. We propose a new loss function using bootstrapped Dice overlap geared

for precise segmentation. Results on 5 large openly-available datasets show that MS-

Net segments more accurately at reduced supervision costs, compared to the state

of the art.

For several image segmentation tasks, fully convolutional networks (FCNs) out-

perform other methods with their ability to learn optimal task-specific features, at

multiple scales and at each spatial location. Unlike FCNs for natural-image analysis,

FCNs for medical image segmentation cannot always rely on transfer learning of pa-

rameters from networks (pre-)trained for natural-image analysis (VGG-16, ResNet).

1Accepted for Oral Presentation at Medical Image Computing & Computer Assisted Interven-

tion (MICCAI) 2018, Granada, Spain.
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Thus, for medical image segmentation, training FCNs typically needs strong super-

vision through a large number of high-quality dense segmentations, with per-pixel

labels, produced by radiologists or pathologists. However, generating high-quality

segmentations is laborious and expensive. We propose a novel FCN, namely, MS-

Net, to significantly reduce the cost (time and effort) of expert supervision, and sig-

nificantly improve performance, by effectively enabling both high-quality/ strong

and lower-quality/ weak supervision using training data comprising (i) low-cost

coarse-level annotations for a majority of images and (ii) high-quality per-pixel

labels for a minority of images.

Early convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for microscopy image segmenta-

tion (31) learn features from image patches to label the center-pixel in each patch.

Later CNNs (32) use an autoencoder design to extract features from the entire

brain volumes for lesion segmentation. U-Net (33) improves object-localization ac-

curacy in images by extending the symmetric-autoencoder design to combine high-

resolution features from the encoding path with upsampled outputs in the decoding

path. Also, U-Net training gives larger weights to misclassification at pre-computed

pixel locations heuristically estimated to be close to object boundaries. Similarly,

DCAN (34) explicitly adds an additional branch in its FCN to predict the pixel

locations close to true object contours. V-Net (35) eliminates U-Net’s heuristic

weighting scheme through a loss function based on the Dice similarity coefficient

(DSC) to handle a severe imbalance between the number of foreground and back-

ground voxels. However, all these methods lead to segmentations with poor preci-

sion near object boundaries because of limited context (patches) (31), tiling (33),

or subsampling (35). Moreover, all these methods rely solely on strong supervision

via high-quality, but high-cost, dense segmentations. In contrast, our MS-Net also

leverages weak supervision through low-cost input in the form of bounding boxes and

landmarks. We improve V-Net’s scheme of using DSC by continuously refocusing

the learning on a subset of pixels with predicted class probabilities farthest from

their true labels.

Instance segmentation methods like Mask R-CNN (36) simultaneously detect

(via bounding boxes) and segment (via per-pixel labels) object instances. Mask R-

CNN and other architectures (32; 31; 35; 33) cannot preserve full spatial resolution

in their feature maps, and thereby cannot precisely localize object boundaries. For

semantic segmentation in street scenes, FRRN (37) combines multiscale context and

pixel-level localization using two processing streams: one to retain full-resolution

information enabling precise object boundary localization and another for sequential
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feature-extraction and pooling to produce an embedding for accurate recognition.

We improve over FRRN’s architecture by (i) leveraging low-cost weak supervision

through bounding-boxes and landmarks, (ii) using a bootstrapped Dice (BADICE)

based loss, and (iii) using dilated convolutions to efficiently employ larger spatial

context for feature extraction.

This paper makes several contributions. We propose a novel FCN architecture

for instance-level image segmentation at full resolution. We significantly reduce the

cost of expert supervision, and significantly improve performance, by effectively

coupling (i) strong supervision through dense segmentations with (ii) weak super-

vision through low-cost input via bounding boxes and landmarks. We propose the

BADICE loss function using bootstrapped DSC, with feature extraction using dilated

convolutions, geared for segmentation. Results on 5 large openly-available medical

datasets show that our MS-Net segments more accurately with much reduced su-

pervision cost, compared to the state of the art.

3.2 Methods

We describe our MS-Net FCN incorporating (i) mixed supervision via dense seg-

mentations, bounding boxes, and landmarks, and (ii) the BADICE loss function.

Architecture. Our MS-Net architecture (abstract structure in Figure B.1) has

two types of components: (i) a base network for full-resolution feature extraction

related to the FRRN (37) architecture and (ii) 3 task-specific subnetwork extensions:

segmentation unit (SU), landmark unit (LU), and detection unit (DU).

The base network comprises two streams: (i) the full-resolution residual stream

to determine precise object boundaries and (ii) the pooling stream to produce multi-

scale, robust, and discriminative features. The pooling stream comprises two main

components: (i) the residual unit (RU) used in residual networks (38) and (ii) the

dilated full-resolution residual unit (DRRU). The DRRU (Figure B.1) takes in two

incoming streams and has an associated dilation factor. Features from each stream

are first concatenated and then passed through two 3×3 dilated-convolutional lay-

ers, each followed by batch normalization and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activa-

tion. The resulting feature map, besides being passed on to the next DRRU, also

serves as residual feedback to the full-resolution residual stream after undergoing

channel adjustment using a 1×1 convolutional layer and subsequent bilinear up-

sampling. We modify FRRN’s B model (Table 1 in (37)) replacing their 9 groups of

full-resolution residual units with an equal number of DRRUs with dilation factors

14



Figure 3.1: Our MS-Net: Mixed-Supervision FCN for Full-Resolution Seg-

mentation (abstract structure). We enable mixed supervision through a com-

bination of: (i) high-quality strong supervision in the form of dense segmentation

(per-pixel label) images, and (ii) low-cost weak supervision in the form of bounding

boxes and landmarks. N×conv-KxK-D-(S)-[P] denotes: N sequential convolutional

layers with kernels of spatial extent (K,K), dilation factor D, spatial stride S, and P

output feature maps.

of [1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 1]. The dilated convolutions lend our MS-Net features a larger

spatial context to prevent segmentation errors like (i) holes within object regions,

where local statistics are closer to the background, and (ii) poor segmentations near

image boundaries.

Subnetwork extensions use the features extracted by the base network. The SU

takes the extracted features into a 1×1 convolutional layer followed by a channel-

wise softmax to output a full-resolution dense segmentation map.

The LU helps locate landmarks at object boundaries (in this paper) or within

objects (in principle). Because LU’s output is closely related SU’s output, we

design LU’s input to be identical to SU’s input. LU outputs L mask images, each

indicating the spatial location (probabilistically) of one of the L landmarks. To

do so, the extracted features are fed through four 3×3 convolutional layers with a
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spatial stride of 2. The resulting feature map is fed through a 1×1 convolutional

layer with L output channels to obtain the landmark feature maps at (1/16)-th of

the full image resolution. The pixel with the highest activation in the l-th feature

map corresponds to the spatial location of the l-th landmark of interest.

Each DU uses DRRU features from different levels in the upsampling path of

the pooling stream, to produce object locations, via bounding boxes, and their

class predictions for C target classes. Each ground-truth box is represented by

(i) a one-hot C-length vector indicating the true class and (ii) a 4-length vector

parametrizing the true bounding-box coordinates. A DU uses a single-stage object-

detection paradigm, similar to that used in (39). For each level, at each pixel,

the DU outputs A := 9 candidate bounding boxes, termed anchor boxes (39), as

follows. The DU’s class-prediction (respectively, location-prediction) subnetwork

outputs a C-class probability vector (respectively, 4-length vector) for each of the

A anchors. So, the DU passes a DRRU’s T -channel output through four 3×3

convolutional layers, each with 256 filters, and a 3×3 convolutional layer with CA

(respectively, 4A) filters. To define the DU loss, we consider a subset of anchor

boxes that are close to some ground-truth bounding box, with a Jaccard similarity

coefficient (JSC) (same as intersection-over-union) > 0.5. MS-Net training seeks

to make this subset of anchor boxes close to their closest ground-truth bounding

boxes. DUs share parameters when their inputs have the number of channels. We

pool the class predictions and location predictions from DUs at all levels to get

output Z (Figure B.1). During testing, Z indicates a final set of bounding boxes

after thresholding the class probabilities.

Loss Functions for SU, LU, DU. Correct segmentations for some image

regions are easy to get, e.g., regions far from object and image boundaries or re-

gions without image artifacts. To get high-quality segmentations, training should

focus more on the remaining pixels that are hard to segment. U-net (33) and

DCAN (34) restrict focus to a subset of hard-to-segment pixels only at object

(a) Data (b) Truth (c) Prediction (d) K = 3 (e) K = 9

Figure 3.2: Our BADICE Loss. (a) Input. (b) Ground truth and (c) our

segmentation. (d) Top 3% and (e) 9% pixels with class probabilities farthest from

the truth.
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boundaries, thereby failing to capture other hard-to-segment regions, e.g., near

image boundaries and image artifacts. In contrast, we use bootstrapped loss, as in

(40), by automatically identifying hard-to-segment pixels as the top K percentile

with predicted class probabilities farthest from the ground truth; K is a free param-

eter; typically K ∈ [3, 9]. For the SU, our BADICE loss is the mean, over C classes,

negative DSC over the top-K pixel subset, where we use the differentiable-DSC be-

tween N -pixel probability maps P and Q as 2
∑N

n=1 PnQn/(
∑N

n=1 P
2
n +

∑N
n=1Q

2
n).

Indeed, the pixels selected by BADICE (Figure 3.2) are near object boundaries as

well as other hard-to-segment areas. We find that BADICE leads to faster conver-

gence because the loss-function gradients focus on errors at hard-to-segment pixels

and are more informative.

For the LU, the loss function, for the l-th landmark, is the cross-entropy between

(i) the binary ground-truth mask (having a single non-zero pixel corresponding to

the l-th landmark location) and (ii) a 2D probability map generated by a softmax

over all pixels in the l-th channel of the LU output. The DU loss is the mean,

over valid anchors, of the sum of (i) a cross-entropy based focal loss (39) on class

predictions and (ii) a regularized-L1 loss for bounding box coordinates.

Training. We minimize the sum of SU, LU, and DU losses using stochas-

tic gradient descent, using checkpoint-based memory optimizations (41) to process

memory-intensive dilated convolutions at full-resolution. We use data augmenta-

tion through (i) random image resizing by factors ∈ [0.85, 1.25] for all datasets and

(ii) horizontal and vertical flipping, rotations within [−25, 25] degrees, and elastic

deformations for histopathology and microscopy data.

3.3 Results and Discussion

We evaluate 5 methods (free parameters tuned by cross-validation): (i) MS-Net

with strong supervision only, via dense segmentation maps; (ii) MS-Net with strong

supervision and weak supervision via bounding boxes only; (iii) MS-Net with strong

supervision and weak supervision via bounding boxes and landmarks; (iv) U-Net (33);

(v) DCAN (34). We evaluate all methods at different levels of strong supervision

during training, where a fraction of the images have strong-supervision data and

the rest have only weak-supervision data. We evaluate on 5 openly-available medi-

cal datasets. We measure performance by the mean JSC (mJSC), over all classes,

between the estimated and true label maps.
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(a) Data (b) Truth (c) Our MS-Net (d) U-net (e) DCAN

Figure 3.3: Radiographs: Chest. (a) Data. (b) True segmentation. (c)–

(e) Outputs for networks trained using all strong-supervision and weak-supervision

data available.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Radiographs: Chest. (a) mJSC using all training data (strong +

weak supervision). Box plots give variability over stochasticity in the optimization.

(b) mJSC using different levels of strong supervision (remaining data with weak

supervision).

Radiographs: Chest. This dataset (Figure 3.3(a)-(b)) has 247 high-resolution

(20482) chest radiographs (db.jsrt.or.jp/eng.php), with expert segmentations

and 166 landmark annotations for 5 anatomical structures (2 lungs, 2 clavicles,

heart) (42). We use the 50-50 training-testing split prescribed by (42). Qualita-

tively (Figure 3.3(c)–(e)), MS-Net trained with mixed supervision (Figure 3.3(c)),

i.e., strong supervision via dense label maps and weak supervision via bounding

boxes and landmarks, gives segmentations that are much more precise near ob-

ject boundaries compared to U-net (Figure 3.3(d)) and DCAN (Figure 3.3(e)) both

trained using strong supervision only. Quantitatively (Figure 3.4), at all levels of

strong supervision, (i) all 3 versions of MS-Net outperform U-net and DCAN, and

(ii) MS-Net trained with mixed supervision outperforms MS-Net trained without

weak supervision using landmarks or bounding boxes.

Histopathology: Gland. This dataset (Figure 3.5(a)-(b)) has 85 training

slides (37 benign, 48 malignant) and 80 testing slides (37 benign, 43 malignant) of

intestinal glands in human colorectal cancer tissues (warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/dcs/

research/tia/glascontest) with dense segmentations. To create weak-supervision,

we generate bounding boxes, but cannot easily generate landmarks. For this dataset,
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we use Hausdorff distance (HD) also for evaluation, because other methods did this

in the past. Qualitatively, compared to U-net and DCAN, our MS-Net produces

segmentations with fewer false positives (Figure 3.5(c)–(e); top left) and better la-

belling near gaps between spatially adjacent glands (Figure 3.5(c)–(e); mid right).

Quantitatively, at all strong-supervision levels, (i) MS-Net outperforms U-net and

DCAN, and (ii) MS-Net trained with mixed supervision outperforms MS-Net with-

out any weak supervision (Figure 3.6).

Microscopy: Cells. The next three datasets (43) (Figure 3.7) have cell im-

ages acquired using 3 microscopy techniques: (i) fluorescent counterstaining: 43

images, (ii) phase contrast: 35 images, and (iii) differential interference contrast:

20 images. To evaluate weak-supervision, we generate bounding boxes, but cannot

easily generate landmarks. We use a random 60-40% training-testing split. Simi-

lar to previous datasets, at all strong-supervision levels, our MS-Net outperforms

U-net and DCAN qualitatively (Figure 3.7) and quantitatively (Figure 3.8). U-net

and DCAN produces labels maps with holes within cell regions that appear to be

similar to the background (Figure 3.7(d)-(e)), while our MS-Net (Figure 3.7(c))

avoids such errors via BADICE loss and larger-context features through dilated

convolutions for multiscale regularity. MS-Net also clearly achieves better bound-

ary localization (Figure 3.7(h)), unlike U-net and DCAN that fail to preserve gaps

(a) Data (b) Truth (c) Our MS-Net (d) U-net (e) DCAN

Figure 3.5: Histopathology: Gland. (a) Data. (b) True segmentation. (c)–

(e) Outputs for networks trained using all strong-supervision and weak-supervision

data available.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.6: Histopathology: Gland. (a),(c) mJSC and HD using all training

data (strong + weak supervision). Box plots give variability over stochasticity in

the optimization. (b),(d) mJSC and HD using different levels of strong supervision.
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(a) Data (b) Truth (c) Our MS-Net (d) U-net (e) DCAN

(f) Data (g) Truth (h) Our MS-Net (i) U-net (j) DCAN

(k) Data (l) Truth (m) Our MS-Net (n) U-net (o) DCAN

Figure 3.7: Microscopy: Cells. (a),(f),(k) Data. (b),(g),(l) True segmenta-

tion. (c)–(e),(h)–(j),(m)–(o) Outputs for nets trained using all strong+weak-

supervision data.

(a) Fluoroscopy (b) Phase Contrast (c) Interference Contrast

(d) Fluoroscopy (e) Phase Contrast (f) Interference Contrast

Figure 3.8: Microscopy: Cells. mJSC using all training data (strong + weak su-

pervision) for: (a) fluoroscopy, (b) phase-contrast, and (c) differential interference

contrast datasets. Box plots give variability over stochasticity in the optimization

and train-test splits. (d)–(f) mJSC with different levels of strong supervision for

the same 3 datasets.
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between objects (loss of precision) (Figure 3.7(i)-(j)).
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work

We propose QSSAE as a novel DNN framework for abnormality detection. QS-

SAE is robust to corruption and outliers in the training data, which is inevitable

in real-world deployment, by modeling heavy-tailed distributions on the residuals

through a non-convex quasi-norm loss function. QSSAE also leverages feedback

through limited high-quality expert-labeled data and, thereby, extends DNN-based

one-class-classification methods to employ semi-supervised learning. We show our

framework’s generality through results on two DNN architectures. Results on three

large medical datasets show that our method outperforms the state of the art in

abnormality-detection accuracy.

For full-resolution segmentation, we propose MS-Net that significantly reduces

supervision cost, and significantly improves performance, by effectively coupling

strong supervision with weak supervision through low-cost input in the form of

bounding boxes and landmarks. We propose the BADICE loss using bootstrapped

DSC and feature extraction using dilated convolutions. Results on 5 large openly-

available medical datasets show that our MS-Net segments more accurately with

much reduced supervision cost, compared to the state of the art.
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Appendix B

Leaf Classification using

Marginalized Shape Context and

Shape+Texture Dual-Path Deep

Convolutional Neural Network

B.1 Introduction

Identifying 1 plant species based on photographs of their leaves is an important

problem in computer vision and biology. Previous approaches for leaf image classifi-

cation typically rely on hand-crafted shape features or texture features. In contrast,

we propose a dual-path deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to (i) learn joint

feature representations for leaf images, exploiting their shape and texture charac-

teristics, and (ii) optimize these features for the classification task. We compare

our CNN approach against (i) vanilla CNN classifiers and (ii) popular hand-crafted

shape features, including a novel shape-context based feature that is extremely com-

putationally efficient, which we call the marginalized shape context. Our results on

three large public datasets demonstrate that our dual-path CNN leads to higher

accuracy and consistency than the state of the art.

Plant species can be identified through several geometrical and appearance char-

acteristics exhibited in its roots, stem, leaves, flowers, and fruits. However, for many

of these characteristics, the inter-species differences are often subtle and non-trivial

1Published with Oral Presentation at International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP)

2017, Beijing, China.
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to model mathematically and computationally. Nevertheless, plant leaves contain

rich information for species identification because (i) leaves stay attached to the

plants for longer durations, compared to fruits and flowers, and (ii) leaves have fairly

distinctive characteristic features like shape and texture. This paper deals with rec-

ognizing plant species using an image of its leaf (44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51).

We consider shape to be the geometrical information remaining in the boundary

of an object after the information related to pose, location, and size is removed (52).

While leaf size changes with the age of the leaf, the shape of a leaf remains relatively

unchanged over time and geographical location (49). In addition to leaf shape, we

exploit information in the leaf texture, subsuming venation and color information.

Typical methods for leaf classification rely primarily on (i) leaf shape and (ii) hand-

crafted features. For instance, the popular plant species identification system Leaf-

snap (47) uses curvature-based shape features at multiple scales, without using any

color / texture features. Other methods capture shape characteristics via, e.g., mo-

ment invariants or the multiscale distance matrix (46). Other approaches (45; 53)

rely solely on texture information, ignoring shape information. Indeed, the in-

formation contained in leaf shape and texture is quite complementary. Recent

approaches (54; 55) rely on a convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify leaf

images or manually-selected patches from the leaf images. The manual patch se-

lection ignores shape information and increases the sensitivity of the results to the

manual input. Also, we show that by learning complementary features for shape

and texture in separate CNN-architecture paths, but optimizing them jointly for

classification, CNNs can learn features more effectively and improve recognition

accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a dual-path deep convolutional neural network (CNN)

to (i) learn joint feature representations for leaf images, exploiting their shape and

texture characteristics, and (ii) optimize these features for the classification task.

We compare our CNN approach against (i) vanilla CNN classifiers, like (54; 55),

and (ii) several popular hand-crafted shape features. The results on 3 large pub-

lic datasets demonstrate that our dual-path CNN leads to higher accuracy and

consistency than the state of the art. In the context of comparing our dual-path

CNN with hand-crafted shape features, we also propose a novel shape-context based

feature that is extremely computationally efficient, which we call the marginalized

shape context. Unlike popular descriptors like the shape context (56), the marginal-

ized shape context does not require point correspondences or alignment across leaf

shapes, making it fast and robust. Its low dimensionality and specific design add to
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its robustness. The marginalized shape context outperforms other popular hand-

crafted shape features for leaf image classification.

B.2 Related Work

Works on plant species identification can be categorized based on the features and

the classifiers employed. For instance, (i) several methods rely solely on shape infor-

mation (44; 46; 47), (ii) a few methods rely only on color and texture (45) (ignoring

shape), and (iii) some methods rely on leaf shape and the vein geometry within

the leaf (53; 50) (ignoring color and texture). (57) focus only on vein structure

extraction (without classification). Recognition rates for (53) are quite low (around

0.6) for certain classes of leaves. The problem of vein detection (53; 50) relies on

edge detection that is known to be ill posed in scenarios with low contrast-to-noise

ratio, thereby reducing the robustness of the results to the choice of the free param-

eter values and heuristics, and with poor performance resulting from suboptimal

choices.

Most methods using shape descriptors use a k-nearest neighbour or a support

vector machine (SVM) as the underlying classifier. Recent classification meth-

ods (54; 55; 58) employ neural networks as the underlying classifier. The method

in (58) employs a probabilistic neural network for classification, using 12 leaf fea-

tures orthogonalized into 5 principal variables, yielding 90% classification accuracy

on the Flavia dataset (59). In contrast, our dual-path CNN exploits rich information

in the entire leaf image and yields near-perfect recognition on the Flavia dataset.

Lee et al. (54) employ a CNN (60) with inputs being leaf image patches capturing

texture, but ignore global information like the leaf shape. (61; 62) use hand-crafted

features of texture and shape. Zhao et al. (55) propose a CNN with two hidden

layers, starting training from a simple structure of a single convolution kernel and

gradually adding more convolution neurons to the architecture. Simultaneously,

the growing connection weights are modified to minimize the squared-error. Un-

like (55), our dual-path CNN learns complementary features for shape and texture

in separate CNN-architecture paths, but optimize them jointly for classification.

The results show that the CNNs in (54; 55) fail to generalize on larger leaf image

datasets exhibiting more variation in shape and appearance.
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Figure B.1: Our Dual-Path CNN. “BN + ReLU” ≡ batch normalization followed

by ReLU activation; N ≡ number of classes.

B.3 Methods

This section describes our dual-path CNN architecture (Figure B.1), including

schemes for data preprocessing, data augmentation, and hyperparameter optimiza-

tion. It also describes a new hand-crafted shape feature, i.e., the marginalized shape

context, which is robust and computationally efficient.
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B.3.1 Dual-Path Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Dual-Path CNN Architecture. Our CNN architecture comprises two pathways,

one for learning shape-dependent features and another for learning texture features.

These paths later join to combine complementary information on shape and texture

for optimal leaf image classification, into a multilayer perceptron. For a leaf image

input to the CNN, we generate two different images, i.e., the leaf-image and the

texture-patch, which are input to the two pathways of CNN model. The original

leaf image is first aligned to a common coordinate frame by registration, under a

similarity transform, to a template leaf image. Then, the leaf-image input (Fig-

ure B.2) is simply the entire leaf image resized (scaled down) to 144×192 pixels,

which captures primarily shape (and some color) information. The texture-patch

input (Figure B.2) is obtained by 2x enlargement of the original leaf image, sharp-

ening, and subsequent cropping of the central region of the leaf to get a patch of size

144×192 pixels; this primarily captures details relating to leaf texture and venation.

The feature extraction component of the CNN comprises convolutional and

max-pooling layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch normaliza-

tion (BN) (63) layer. The activation used in all layers, except the final layer, is

the rectified linear unit (ReLU) (64). We concatenate the features learned from

both pathways to form the joint shape-texture representation of the leaf. This joint

representation is input to a multilayer perceptron for classification.

Dual-Path CNN Training. Data augmentation schemes improve image clas-

sification tasks that use neural networks by preventing overfitting and simulating

more examples for learning (60). Thus, we use randomized affine-transformed im-

ages to augment the data. We train by minimizing the batchwise categorical cross-

entropy of the predicted and the true labels, using stochastic gradient descent. We

use early stopping (65) to stop training when the validation loss begins to increase

continuously for a given number of epochs. To optimize the hyperparameters (batch

size, learning rate, learning rate decay, momentum in the gradient descent), we em-

ploy the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (66).

Joint Feature Analysis. Deconvolution networks (67) help visualize and un-

derstand features learned by CNNs and can, thereby, help improve CNN architec-

tures. Lee et al. (54) use a similar scheme to project the feature maps back to the

input pixel space, by alternating deconvolution and unpooling layers, and visualize

the features learned by the CNN for an input texture image. Since the input to

their CNN is only patches, the features learned by the CNN for two leaves belonging

to different species with similar texture but different shapes have similar activation
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maps. Indeed, their failure analysis (54) reveals that most leaf pairs misclassified by

their CNN model belonged to leaf pairs with similar texture but different shapes.

Our dual-path CNN exploits both shape and texture characteristics to perform

classification and thus accurately classifies such leaf pairs. We analyze the joint

feature representation learned by our proposed model, to show the capability of our

method to recognize such leaf pairs (Figure B.2, Table B.1) and to establish shape

as a crucial discriminatory factor, complementary to texture, in leaf classification.

In Figure B.2, while leaves A and B have similar shapes but different texture (and

venation), leaves C and D have similar texture but different shapes. Our dual-path

Leaf A Leaf B Leaf C Leaf D

Figure B.2: Example Leaves Differing in Shape and Texture. Top Row. Leaf

images input to the CNN path (left path in Figure B.1) primarily capturing shape.

Bottom Row. Texture patches input to the CNN path capturing texture.

Dissimilarity
Dual-Path CNN Texture-Patch CNN (54) Uni-Path CNN (55)

Dense-1 Dense-2 Dense-1 Dense-2 Dense-1 Dense-2

RRMSD: A-B 0.73 0.30 0.39 0.24 0.13 0.24

RRMSD: C-D 0.85 0.37 0.28 0.12 0.46 0.34

1-NCC: A-B 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03

1-NCC: C-D 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.09

Table B.1: Utility of Dual Shape+Texture Features. Dissimilarity in activa-

tions of dense layers 1 and 2 (Figure B.1) to compare the discriminability of CNN

architectures to leaves: (i) A versus B and (ii) C versus D. RRMSD ≡ relative root

mean squared difference. NCC ≡ normalized cross correlation.
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CNN is able to discriminate between these leaves (A versus B; C versus D) far

better than texture-based CNN (54) and uni-path CNN (55).

B.3.2 Hand-Crafted Feature: Marginalized Shape Context

We compare our dual-path CNN to hand-crafted shape features that have been very

successful (47) for leaf image classification. In this context, we propose a new shape

feature relying on the popular shape context (56).

We first get a set of points on the leaf boundary by (i) segmenting the image

by converting it to grayscale followed by Gaussian convolution and thresholding,

(ii) removing the leaf stem by morphological opening, and (iii) subsampling the

boundary points at equal distances (measured via pixel counts). We design our

shape descriptor to be: (i) invariant to the leaf’s location by centering the coordinate

system so that its origin coincides with the centroid of the pointset and (ii) invariant

to scale by rescaling the coordinates of each point in the centered pointset by a

constant factor so that the sum of squared distances of each point from the origin

equals 1. To achieve rotational invariance, at each point in the pointset, we use

tangent vectors to the leaf boundary (instead of a cardinal axis, along an image

dimension) to define the angular coordinates underlying the shape context (56).

For R radial r-bins and T angular θ-bins, the shape-context histogram (56) of each

point has dimension RT .

We take both the radial and angular bin limits to be linearly spaced, unlike

log-linear spaced (i.e., linear spacing in log scale) radial bin limits in (56). In the

context of leaf classification, the main motivation for log-linear spaced radial bin

limits is to alleviate the corruption of the descriptor from the stem present in the

image (46). However, since we eliminate the leaf stem during preprocessing, we

Figure B.3: Radial bin spacing in shape context. The coloured concentric circles

show the radial bin boundaries. Left: Linear spacing of radial bins (our strategy).

Right: Log-linear spacing of radial bins.
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replace the log-linear spacing with linear spacing to capture finer leaf details.

The conventional approach (56) concatenates the per-point local shape context

vectors to form a shape descriptor for the entire object. If the number of points

in the shape is N , the shape descriptor has dimension NRT . To evaluate the

dissimilarity between two shape pointsets, the strategy in (56) requires point corre-

spondences between them, which is very expensive having complexity O(N3) (68).

In contrast, our approach eliminates the need for correspondence finding (making it

orders of magnitude faster) while greatly improving performance over hand-crafted

features.

In the shape-context histogram of a point p, the value at some r–θ bin repre-

sents the probability of a neighbouring point q being in that bin, for that shape.

We propose to marginalize these probabilities across all points in the shape to get a

new shape descriptor for the object boundary. This marginalized feature is orders-

of-magnitude faster to compute because it does not require any correspondences

across pointsets. Suppose we have R radial bins and T angular bins, our marginal-

ized shape context descriptor has dimension RT , which is independent of boundary

pointset cardinality N and, thereby, much smaller than the dimension NRT for the

concatenated shape context descriptor in the traditional approach (56). Further-

more, the marginalization, which is essentially an integration process, makes our

descriptor more robust to errors in segmentation, point placement, and binning.

Figure B.4 shows our descriptors; the leaves on the left and the middle of the figure

(belonging to the same plant species) have similar shape descriptors, unlike that

of the leaf on the right (belonging to another plant species). This shows that our

descriptor has the potential to model leaf shapes well.

Figure B.4: Marginalized Shape Context for 3 leaves: the leaves on the left and

the middle belong to the same species.
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B.4 Results and Discussion

We evaluate 6 leaf classification methods: (i) our dual-path CNN, (ii) uni-path

CNN (55), (iii) texture-patch CNN (54), (iv) our marginalized shape context with

a SVM classifier (histogram intersection kernel (69)), (v) curvature histogram used

by leafsnap (47) with a SVM classifier (histogram intersection kernel), and (vi) Mul-

tiscale distance matrix (MDM) (46) with a SVM classifier (Gaussian kernel). For

multi-class classification using SVM, we use the one-versus-all technique (70) and

tune parameters using 3-fold cross validation. We evaluate leaf classification meth-

ods on 3 large publicly available data sets: (i) Flavia Dataset (1907 images; 32

classes) (59), (ii) Leafsnap Dataset (7710 images; 150 classes) (71), and (iii) Im-

ageClef dataset (6630 images; 126 classes) (72). We split each dataset into two,

taking a random subset of 70% leaves from each leaf class for training and 30% for

testing. We repeat the random selection 20 times (bootstrap samnpling) and show

the mean top-1 and top-3 classification accuracies (and the standard deviation) to

depict the variability of the classification performance with respect to variability in

the choice of the training and test sets. To evaluate the quality of classification, for

each leaf in the test set, we compute the top-K classes (K = 1, 2, 3) and check if

top K matches contains the true class for the leaf.

Our proposed dual-path CNN outperforms all methods, giving near-perfect top-

1-match results on the Flavia dataset and near-perfect top-3-match results on all

datasets. The results also demonstrate that the dual-path architecture, enabling

each path to specialize in one of the complementary shape and texture features,

does better than the uni-path approach (55). Moreover, the texture-patch based

CNN (54) that ignores shape information performs the worst among CNN ap-

proaches, and even worse than our hand-crafted marginalized shape context, em-

phasizing the utility of shape features in leaf classification. The results show the

benefits of automatic feature learning using CNNs, e.g., the dual-path and unipath-

CNN, over all hand-crafted features. Among the hand-crafted features, all using

the nonlinear SVM classifier, our marginalized shape context performs the best.

Conclusion. This paper presents a dual-path CNN for leaf image classification,

which jointly learns complementary shape and texture characteristics in each path

and optimizes them for leaf classification. We demonstrate the utility of shape and

texture both for leaf classification. Our dual-path CNN outperforms the state of

the art including CNN-based methods and hand-crafted features, on 3 large public

datasets. We also propose a novel shape feature, i.e., the marginalized shape context,

that is computationally efficient and outperforms popular hand-crafted features.
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Method
Flavia Leafsnap ImageClef

Top-1 Top-3 Top-1 Top-3 Top-1 Top-3

Dual-Path CNN 99.28 99.97 95.61 99.67 96.42 99.35

(0.18) (0.10) (0.24) (0.18) (0.30) (0.24)

Uni-Path CNN (55) 96.22 99.46 88.83 97.37 84.21 94.40

(0.26) (0.21) (0.58) (0.21) (0.34) (0.22)

Texture-Patch CNN (54) 88.19 97.80 78.72 92.43 70.35 87.83

(1.68) (0.37) (1.37) (0.42) (1.71) (0.35)

Marginalized SC + SVM 93.22 98.76 85.37 91.94 81.63 88.72

(1.05) (0.33) (0.23) (0.22) (0.28) (0.35)

Curvature SC (47) + SVM 82.84 94.62 71.13 78.43 68.59 81.17

(1.63) (1.21) (1.07) (1.16) (1.74) (1.55)

MDM (46) + SVM 82.55 95.12 75.76 85.96 53.22 61.11

(1.61) (1.10) (0.50) (0.22) (0.31) (0.35)

Table B.2: Leaf Image Classification Performance. SC≡ Shape Context. Top-

K accuracy, with mean and standard deviation (in parenthesis) depicting variability

(via bootstrap sampling) with respect to the choice of training and test sets.
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